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Anti-Black Racism Research Ethics Discussion & Education Series

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in your unlearning process as we all
strive to continue to address marked inequities in our society and practice.
I deeply appreciate your commitment to acknowledging the roll anti-Black racism
plays in the Canadian research landscape, and taking actionable steps to both
evaluating your internal and external practices.
Anti-Black racism has left an indelible mark in Canadian history, and in order for
us to implement quantifiable changes to remove this from our future, we must
work together in purpose now.

PROPONENT PROFILE & QUALIFICATIONS
My name is Lydia-Joi Lousie Marshall, and I am the lead consultant for Joi Equity
consultant, I bring to this labour a number of vantage points including but not
limited to;
• My lived experience as a self-identified Black woman with an international
background living in Canada. I strive to both share my personal experiences
and amplify those of the many diverse Black communities whose stories
are often omitted from decision making arenas
• My academic training through my graduate studies at Howard University,
one of the most prominent historically Black colleges in North America.
Here I trained to apply both a critical race theory and social justice lens to
all work that I undertake.
• My area of expertise is in human genetics, with a research focus. Enabling
me to critically examine the intersections of biology, social determinants of
health and social constructs as it applies to the research process.
• My community work serving Black Canadian communities through my work
with the not-for profit group Black Health Alliance over the past 15 years. I
currently serve on the board of directors as the President, where I lobby for

the eradication of systemic anti –Black racism through policy change and
system accountability led by those who have been the greatest impacted
by these systems of oppression.
The strength in my work is my ability to connect with others with dissimilar
experiences than myself, and guide them through exercises of empathy and
growth. I have a proven record of doing so through my academic lectures,
corporate workshops and speaking engagements such as TEDx Toronto where I
engaged a broad network in a discourse on the experiences of being Black in
Canada.
EXEMPLARY EXPERIENCE
I have engaged formally and informally in a plethora of anti-Black racism guided
discussions and culture training.
The most recent similarly awarded engagements include
A) Sitting on the steering committee for the Federally funded national A.C.T.I.O.N
project, which examines the stark disparities in rates of living organ donations in
African, Caribbean and Black populations in Ontario and South Asian populations
in British Columbia. As both one of the research associates and community
liaison one of my main deliverables has been to develop a series of workshops
with health care professionals in the nephrology pathway to examine anti-Black
racism in their practices and develop a pathway forward to address it.

B) I delivered a series of workshops with the optometry faculty and students of
Nova Southeastern University to address implicit bias in their work, with a focus

on anti-Black racism. Through this series we embarked on an exploration of
privilege and power and subsequently co-developed a proposal to address
structural and policy change through the equity and inclusion task force.

““If it’s not in policy, the likelihood of it taking root, taking
hold and making a change, is very slim.” - Denise Brooks, Founder of
Hamilton Urban Core Community Health Centre

ANTI-BLACK RACISM RESEARCH ETHICS EDUCATION
APPROACH
In order to usher in meaningful progress in the culture of the CAREB-ACCER and
associated partners, a detailed examination of current practices is required
leading to the development of an integrated pathway of greater inclusion going
forward.
The purpose is to facilitate discussions grounded in experiences and cultural
frameworks within diverse Black Canadian communities. Expertise and guiding
principles will be drawn from experts within the community, and participants will
be led to explore how this relates to system norms and their personal practice. At
every opportunity leaders from the Black community will be given the
opportunity to share their own story, and all work will encourage interaction and
mutual learning from members.
While each session can stand alone as an important tool in dismantling anti-Black
racism in research ethics, there is a cohesion and benefit in attending all sessions

sequentially. Each session will be built with original material tailored to the
pertinent purpose and focus of the work of the CAREB-ACCER. This will involve
research of past practice, compilation of relevant support resources and the
development of learning tools to address these specific needs.
In order to support this work, resources required from the CAREB-ACCER will be
• A virtual platform to deliver the sessions nationally, ideally with a minimum
of one dedicated IT staff/volunteer to support the session.
• French language translation services for the sessions or subsequent
transcription.
• Access to the e-module system to disseminate workshop preparation and
follow up material to participants
• Honorariums for Invited community guests, commensurate to their
contribution.
PROPOSED TIMEFRAME

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS

Session 1: A History of anti-Black racism in Canadian Society
Due to systemic bias in our education system and media reporting, discussions of
the systemic anti-Black racism in the Canadian context are often minimized. The
focus of this session will be a review of past and current contributions of Black
Canadians and how they have been portrayed and treated in society. This session
will serve to contextualize the purpose of this workshop, and to ensure that we
are speaking to the specific manifestations of Black oppression in our realms of
research ethics.
The target audience are all those contributing to decision making processes
within the CAREB
Session 2: Implicit Bias in the Canadian Research Process
This session will be an in-depth review of the current research review practices
and areas in which implicit bias favour the majority and have led to the exclusion
of Black focused work and researchers. The focus will be on organizational
accountability. We will examine whether the ethical principles outlined within the
TCPS2 have been sufficient in addressing this or if additional measure to create
equity are needed.
Members of the Black Canadian Scientist Network will be invited to share their
personal experiences in research proposal applications, and give first hand
insights on the review process.
The target audience are all those in the CAREB who provide oversight in the
ethical research review systems.
Session 3: Positionality and Power: How do I uphold inequitable systems?

This session will be a self-reflexivity exercise, where participants will examine
their positionality in their work within the organization and in society on a whole.
The focus will be on individual accountability.
The intent of this interactive session is to challenge practice norms, and to
identify how these trained systems reinforce anti-Black racism and division within
the current ethical framework.
The intended audience are all those contributing to creating policy and
frameworks within the CAREB.
Session 4: Models of Equitable System Change
This session will highlight community systems of research and service, to serve as
models of integrative work. The focus will be on organizational accountability.
Members from several Black community led organizations such as the Black
Health Alliance, Cadho, Health Association of African Canadians, Women’s Health
in Women’s hands will be invited to share the trajectory of their work, and how
the principles of the TCPS2 has impacted them from a front line stand point.
This session is intended for those who lead work in systems design and
community partnership.
Session 5: Designing an Inclusive Future – Our Plan Forward
This cumulating session will give an opportunity to address specific areas
potential progress based on the principles and experiences shared to date.
The goal will be to create an accountability board on the individual and
organizational level that include tangible opportunities to address anti-Black
racism and work towards more inclusive practices.

The target audience are all those contributing to decision making processes
within the CAREB

BUDGET
The following is an outline and budget to the total five sessions. In
acknowledgment of the budget limit, any one session can be adapted individually
and supported with alternate tools. This is a negotiable plan.

Deliverables
Deliverable 1
A History of antiBlack racism in
Canadian Society

Team/Role
Preparation Tasks
Research
Preparation
Workshop
Development

Hourly Rate
$(CAD)

Est. # of Hours

Total Cost
$(CAD)

$150

10

$1500

$150

20

$3000

Session Delivery

$150

2

$300

Supporting Material
Dissemination

$150

1

$150

$4950
Deliverable 2
Implicit Bias in
the Canadian
Research Process

Research
Preparation

$150

20

$3000

Workshop
Development

$150

15

$2250

Session Delivery

$150

2

$300

Supporting Material
Dissemination

$150

1

$150

$5700
Deliverable 3
Positionality and
Power: How do I
uphold
inequitable
systems?

Research
Preparation

$150

5

$300

Workshop
Development

$150

10

$1500

Session Delivery

$150

2

$300

Supporting Material
Dissemination

$150

1

$150

$2250
Deliverable 4
Models of
Equitable System
Change

Deliverable 5
Designing an
Inclusive Future –
Our Plan Forward

Research
Preparation

$150

10

$1500

Workshop
Development

$150

10

$1500

Session Delivery

$150

2

$300

Supporting Material
Dissemination

$150

1

$150

Research
Preparation

$150

5

$3450
750

Workshop
Development

$150

15

2250

Session Delivery

$150

2

300

Supporting Material
Dissemination

$150

1

150

$3450
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proponent or its/his/her employees and/or contractors have a situation with
CAREB-ACCER that may be interpreted as a conflict of interest or potential
conflict of interest
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Lydia-Joi Marshall
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March 25,2021
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